ABSTRACT: In this article a measuring system based on artificial vision techniques is described. Even if this problem is not new, several aspects, including sub-pixel algorithms, system programming and lighting, that are addressed in this paper, are still under study. Among them, the vision system calibration is focused. The theoretical model and the practical details of a fast method for 2-D problems are described, by comparing 3-D techniques already in the literature. The main features of the developed system are: cheap and easy to use. An example application is provided for the overall performance assessment.
INTRODUCTION
Even if many 3-D vision applications are available in the literature [1] , most of industrial applications are still in 2-D. In metrology, non-contact techniques, including artificial vision, have a rapid diffusion both in the literature and in the industrial environment and have been widely approached; in particular, measuring machines based on optical techniques are commercially available.
However, there are several open problems [2] : the main drawback of these methods is the low accuracy due to the optical distortion and to the low resolution of available sensors that requires the system calibration and the use of methods to increase the nominal spatial resolution, commonly addressed to as sub-pixel algorithms. In this paper we describe a simple, inexpensive and reliable vision system for metrology based on the integration of some of the more promising and fast techniques available in the literature.
CALIBRATION TECHNIQUES
The vision system calibration is a key factor to achieve the maximum overall performance and is necessary in all cases when absolute measurement on images is performed [2, 3] . It allows finding the correspondence between image points and workspace. The calibration program is executed ones after the system set-up, in order to determine the model parameters that are used every time an image is grabbed for part measurement purposes. The necessary parameters are [1, 3] : external, internal and optical distortion. The external parameters describe the camera position: translation T 3×3 and orientation R 3×3 in some world coordinate system. The internal parameters are: the Image Centre (IC), that is the intersection between the image plane and the optical axis, the focal length f, to determine the perspective projection, the image or pixel aspect ratio AR and the scale factor s (s x or s y if AR ≠ 1) [mm/pixels]. The optical distortion caused by the lenses can be reduced below the maximum acceptable error in two ways: with software methods, increasing the hardware requirements and the processing time, or with more expensive optical devices, for instance by the use of a telecentric objective [4] . The maximum acceptable error in the case of digital imaging is one pixel or the sub-pixel algorithm accuracy, if any ( § 3). Several authors have proposed different techniques that can be characterised as follows [3] : methods based (i) on known world points, (ii) on the geometric relationships within the image, like the vanishing point of parallel lines, (iii) or assuming special hypotheses on perspective or requiring a particular system configuration (stereo view, hand-eye, etc.), or (iv) based on motion, from an image sequence, like in robot or active vision. However developers of artificial vision applications usually do not have the skill, patience and interest in laborious calibration methods. Therefore camera calibration must be simple and as quick as possible. Considering that the examined problem is in 2-D, as in many industrial applications, in order to exploit all available information, the system calibration is performed on a plane approximately perpendicular to the camera axis using a known pattern. Grids or spheres are common to many techniques, like [5] and [6] . The 2-D applications of these 3-D ap- proaches are compared and discussed here in all the calibration steps in § 2.1 and 2.2, providing the parameters obtained for the used system. Concerning the external parameters, the translation and rotation matrices are represented, in the particular configuration used, by an identity matrix R ≡ I 3×3 and by the vector T ≡ (0, 0, T z ). For the internal parameters and the optical distortion, the following methods have been used.
The grid method
This method is the 2-D application of [5] . A sample binary grid ( Figure 1 and 2) is used whose intersection points represent the control points of this method. The IC is calculated first as it is weakly influenced by the more relevant optical distortion component, which is radial. Even if in 2-D problems a very accurate location of the IC is not necessary, it can be automatically found with a small effort. We assume that its position is zoom-independent. Consequently a zoom change produces a radial displacement of all image points using the IC as the pole. By changing the zoom, a general point P i moves to position P i+1 , and so forth (left detail of Figure 2 ). The straight lines displayed in Figure 2 (left) are determined with the least-squares method. A convergence study gave as a result that 5 positions of 60 control points provide the necessary and maximum accuracy. The IC is calculated by minimising its distance function ∆ from all the straight lines, whose coefficients in the implicit equation are p i , q i and r i :
Equation (1) is numerically solved to find the IC co-ordinates (X IC , Y IC ) ≡ (230, 390). After setting the zoom in order to maximise the field of view with respect to the observed object, the magnification factor is assessed as the ratio T z /f = 15.337, using the control points belonging to the less distorted image area (column 1 of Table I ). By evaluating this ratio instead of the two values separately, the singularity coming from the 2-D application of the grid method is solved. The aspect ratio AR, has been determined as the average ratio between the square sides of the grid on all the images grabbed to find the IC; AR = 0.9514 has been determined considering the non-distorted (central) control points. To find the optical distortion, the tangential distortion is neglected and to assess the radial distortion, regression is performed between the measured and the actual Euclidean distance of control points from the IC as in [7] . A 2 nd order interpolation equation is found, dividing the image in four concentric areas ( Figure 3 ).
The sphere method
This method [6] is based on geometrical and optical considerations. The projection on the image plane of a sphere whose centre does not belong to the optical axis is an ellipse whose main axis is radial and contains the IC (Figure 2, right) . A rear illuminated black sphere with known radius and tolerance has been used. The principal axes of ellipses are determined with the least-squares method and for the IC again equation (1) is used: IC ≡ (235, 399). Geometric relations between the focal length and the ellipse features (eccentricity, principal axis, and boundary position) can be expressed [6] . With this method, the aspect ratio AR is given by the ratio between the two axes of each ellipse. The sphere method for 2-D problems has generally a lower accuracy than the grid method as a consequence of several practical disadvantages: -black spheres with low tolerances are more difficult to find than laser printing a black grid. However a sharper grid ( Figure  1 and 2) has been obtained with a plotter, a 0.1 mm pen and a transparent sheet for rear illumination; -the sample positioning and lighting is also more critical; -focusing a sphere requires a higher field depth than a 2-D object; -the mathematical computation of the ellipse implicit equation is heavier than the grid points regression and errors on parameters are higher; -the axis intersection region (near the IC in Figure 2 ) is larger with this method, because of image processing errors (edge detection with out-of-focus); however the error compensation due to the problem symmetry reduces the impact of this error source. The direct consequence of the experimental comparison is that the 2-D application of the grid method is easier and yields a higher accuracy than the sphere method and for these reasons it has been integrated in the developed system.
The optical distortion symmetry method
The basic idea of this new method to find the IC is the sample image symmetry: the lens should produce a symmetrical distortion with respect to the two image axes. The four functions representing the actual distance of control points located in the four quadrants d a versus the measured distance d m , using the correct IC, are symmetrical two by two. For low cost lenses, the radial symmetry centre could be not coincident with the IC, but for the above reasons it represents a good estimation of it. This method is more suitable for wide-angle lenses, but it cannot be applied to the used system, as the optical distortion is lower than the convergence step and the algorithm becomes unstable, because the error estimating the branch symmetry calculating the polynomial of Figure 3 is of the same order of the iterative accuracy increase at each step. A geometrical interpretation is that, with our system, the four branches match in an area that is greater than the error to estimate.
SUB-PIXEL MEASUREMENT
The nominal spatial resolution R N is the ratio between the field of view and the sensor resolution. For a higher accuracy and consequently a higher measurement reliability, a better (lower) resolution R N is necessary that can be obtained with the following methods: -by increasing the sensor resolution; -by reducing the field of view, divided in smaller areas, with a relative movement between camera and object, like in [2] ; -with a sub-pixel method, such as the one described, or with multiple acquisitions. Assuming a Gaussian distribution of errors, when using N p points, the position accuracy is increased and R N is reduced by P N = α . More details concerning the impact of the edge width on resolution can be found in [2] .
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Figure 4 -The main steps of the algorithm
This method can be applied (i) to flat object or (ii) when the boundaries belong to one or more planes perpendicular to the optical axis, if their edges can be represented with geometric primitives. The main steps of the algorithm are summarised in Figure 4 : a. image acquisition with rear illumination [8] ; b. edge-detection, obtained with a binarisation and a convolution; c. optical correction and segmentation; d. least-squares interpolation of primitives [9] . A binarisation threshold is easy to find on a bimodal histogram (Figure 4a .). However a lighting or threshold change may affect the edge width and position because of light scattering effects. This problem is solved by using a reference dimension on the observed part and by finding the binarisation threshold with an exhaustive method, until the correct dimension is achieved. After edge-detection, data are compressed and the boundary co-ordinates only are kept instead of the whole image, as calibration involves those data only. The necessary memory is reduced, in the described example, from an 8 bit (256 grey-level) 756×567 image, to n p couples of 10 bit co-ordinates. The interpolation function depends on the geometric primitive, whose main parameters are obtained using the implicit equations, e.g. a straight line or a circle for a segment or an arc respectively.
THE LEARNING PROGRAM
The inspection planning is manually performed by self-learning as in most commercial packages. The operator provides the system with the critical dimensions and their position by splitting the contour of the grabbed image into geometrical primitives with a graphical interface and a pointing device according to a decision tree. Every primitive is selected through a set of points to define a window depending on the primitive being searched and according to optimal search criteria. Regarding the system engineering, programming can be automated using CAD data as described in [9] . The primitive selection (segmentation) could also be automated finding the knot-points between two primitives with the method in [10] . The system is able to measure a part in any position within the field of view with a pattern matching technique, like in [3] , therefore it can be used directly on-line without special fixtures. A template of the part to be measured is stored in memory in order to find the actual displacement and the angle of rotation with respect to the template. The present part position and orientation information can be used to shift and rotate the search mask containing the user-programmed windows. This method is preferable with respect to Table II) rotating the image, because the accuracy reduction due to pixel calculation (up to ± 0.5 pixel) may affect the measurement, while the same error is acceptable when rotating the search mask.
AN EXAMPLE APPLICATION AND THE EX-PERIMENTAL SET-UP
The described system has been designed to be exploited for mechanical part measurement in a transfer pressing line for 100% part and process control purposes. At present a statistical control is performed (i) with a go-nogo calliper by an operator, and (ii) with a CMM for the remaining critical dimensions. If an error is detected, all parts manufactured and stored in a buffer since the previous control are rejected. As an example, a sheared part ( Figure 5 ) has been used to test the system, made of the following components: a PC with a Matrox Image frame grabber, and a monochrome CCD matrix camera with a resolution of 756×567 pixels at 256 grey levels, with zoom lens. The best lighting performance has been obtained with a rear illumination, using a Fresnel lens instead of a simple surface diffuser. Such collimated light source with parallel rays has the following advantages: (i) it avoids reflections on the vertical surfaces for thick sheet parts; (ii) for 3-D objects, where edges are not in the same plane, it reduces the disturbances due to shadows and to the curved surface reflections. Using a fixed threshold binarisation, the light distribution should be as uniform as possible. This can be obtained with a proper lamp positioning or by software means, using a solid sample to find the correction coefficients. The effect of the external environmental lighting can be reduced increasing the rear illumination intensity and reducing the exposure time with a shutter, in order to keep a high signal-to-noise ratio. Tests have shown that a change of light intensity produces a measurement error of about 0.02 mm on φ1 (Table II) for a grey-level threshold change from 50 to 110.
RESULTS
In Table II , the nominal dimensions D and the tolerances t of the observed part are compared with those coming from the vision system D m and those taken with standard workshop methods D a . In the examined case, with a field of 100×75 mm, R N = 0.13 [mm/pixel] and it is not sufficient with the requirements in Table II . For this reason, the sub-pixel algorithm implemented was necessary. The low system resolution is enhanced in detail of FigFigure 6 -The inspection mask. Detail of the search window for an arc, defined by six points ure 6. Some dimensions* in Table II depend on the position of a single point and not of a primitive. Their estimation could be easily improved by locating points as the intersection of primitives. Apart from them, the maximum absolute error of the vision system is E max = 0.04 mm. The calibration techniques used have reduced the optical distortion ( Figure 3 ) from a maximum of 1.43 mm to acceptable values, as shown by the values of E. The system repeatability, calculated as the maximum error E measuring ten times the circle φ 1 is E rep = 0.02. The system resolution, expressed as the minimum detectable dimension change, has been assessed measuring parts with different values of φ 1 and is E res = 0.02. The angular accuracy is a direct consequence of linear accuracy. In all cases E << t, then the described optical measuring method can be applied for part inspection without sorting errors.
CONCLUSIONS
The main features of the described system are: cheap, fast and reliable. Low cost, required for industrial applications, is obtained by software means, which is an inexpensive method to increase the performance of commercial hardware in addition to adopting higher resolution cameras. The cycle-time (10 s) is not far from the production-rate (4 s) and could be easily reduced by software optimisation or with special purpose hardware. The system reliability has been assessed by direct comparison on measured parts. A sub-pixel algorithm, including optimal hardware calibration to stress the overall performance of standard cameras and lenses has been implemented. The described system, obtained by comparing the performance of available techniques from the literature, has attained the goal of 0.3 pixel resolution. A new technique, which could not be tested with the used system, has also been proposed.
